The Age of Big Data

You are cordially invited to a poster exhibition on "The Age of Big Data" to be held on April 29, 2015 (Wed) at the Common Core Lounge (Rm 150, Main Building) from 12:30pm to 3:30pm. [Snacks will be served.]

Over 20 posters prepared by students from different Faculties (Engineering, Medicine & Arts) showcasing innovative Big Data applications, including healthcare, sports, traffic monitoring, and improvement to HKU's library system will be exhibited.

This project involves detailed planning and work throughout the Spring 2015 semester, including surveying campaigns to target users in the campus of social network. Each poster was prepared by six students participating in a common core course (CCST9047 The Age of Big Data) taught by Dr Reynold Cheng of the Department of Computer Science.

Their works will certainly bring new insight to the direction of Big Data development. Please drop by to take a look. Your comments are most welcome.

This event is sponsored by HKU Common Core Curriculum Committee and the Department of Computer Science.